Basic HTML Tags

Document structure:
- `<html></html>` - Top-level tag in an HTML document
- `<head></head>` - Document info
- `<body></body>` - Main body that contains the content

Header content:
- `<title></title>` - Document title (must be inside `<head>` tag)

Content structure:
- `<h1>...<h6>` - Section headers (`<h1>` is largest, `<h6>` is smallest)
- `<p>` - Paragraph
- `<br/>` - Line break within paragraph
- `<hr/>` - Horizontal rule (line)

Lists:
- `<ul>` - Unordered list (each item has a bullet)
- `<ol>` - Ordered list (each item is auto-numbered)
- `<li>` - List item (must be inside `<ul>` or `<ol>`)  

Adding style to paragraphs:
- `<p style="...">` - Paragraph with a “style” attribute

Valid styles (for multiple styles, separate with a semi-colon `;`):
- `color:red` - Set the text color
- `background-color:yellow` - Set the background color
- `font-size:12pt` - Set the font size
- `font-family:sans-serif` - Set the typeface
- `font-weight:bold` - Set the font weight
- `text-align:center` - Set the paragraph text alignment

Specifying colors:
- By name: red, green, blue, yellow, purple, aqua, fuchsia, ...
- In hex: #rrggbb, where rr, gg and bb are the red, green and blue components
  - Each component ranges from 00 (min) to FF (max)
  - #000000 = black, #FFFFFF = white, #FF0000 = red, #808080 = gray

Hyperlinks:
- `<a href="otherdoc.html"></a>` - Hyperlink to another HTML document
- `<a href="#anchor"></a>` - Hyperlink to named anchor in this document

Anchors:
- `<a name="anchor"></a>` - A named anchor point

Images:
- `<img src="image.png"/>` - An image (jpg, png or gif)
- `<img src="image.png" width="100" height="100"/>` - Adding width, height attributes
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